Mobile Solutions

S

olutions that follow you, wherever you go...
enabling Smart People undertaking Smart
Working with Smart Applications resulting in a
Smart Successful Modern Business

Mobile solutions are now a key factor to increasing your productivity,
improving your service access and building customer loyalty. Delighting
your customers with a fast responsive and accurate service is core to
modern business survival.
Having recently won SAP’s coveted Quality Award for delivering a large
scale mobile solution, CGI is confident that we will enable your business to
achieve the following:

FACT SHEET

Why CGI for mobility?
Increased efficiencies
 Process streamlining
 Paperwork elimination
 Removal of duplication

Exceed customer expectations:
 Accurate information
 Right first time
 Up-to-date

Increase employee / team productivity
 Released from office hours
 Information at their fingertips
 Faster internal communications
 Colleagues prosper with the increased connectivity of their mobile coworkers
By exploiting mobile solutions an organisation can ensure that they are ‘at
the table’ rather than ‘on the table’.



Excellent track record,
second to none



We delivered the largest
Unwired Platform based
mobile application in the UK



Focused on business benefit
delivery rather than
technology



Intuitive applications



Collaborative approach



Rapid Implementation
approach using our AGILE
methodology



Influencer with SAP Mobile
Strategy – for example we
identified mobile document
management functions of
SAP Afaria. DMS is now
included in Afaria



SAP centric approach.

MOBILE SERVICES
From mobile banking and insurance quotes and accident reporting to the
creation of mobile-friendly content for municipal services, CGI has helped
clients in various industries stay ahead of the constantly evolving mobile
environment. Our mobile services include:


Strategy and positioning



Prototype and proof of concept production



Mobile application and website deployment and development



Maintenance and support

Ovum: “The surprise of this project is the speed with
which systems integrator CGI delivered the first of six
customer container-based applications that make up
the Toughbook 2 project”
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HOW WE DO IT
Ovum highlighted in a recent report “the speed with which systems
integrator CGI delivered”. CGI's mobility experts have the experience
needed to implement mobile solutions in your organization. Our experience
ranges from building and delivering complex award winning native
applications, to hybrid and web applications.
We utilise the latest AGILE techniques to deliver robust, high quality mobile
applications and services to our clients. With many years’ experience of the
SAP Mobile Platform and mobile application development, we know what it
takes to deliver value-adding mobile solutions for an organisation.
In all our mobile projects we are conscious that end users, not the IT
department, are the people who will use an application. Our designs and
User Interfaces are built with end user operability in mind, being intuitive,
easy to use and robust.

BENEFITS

Our experience has delivered
concrete business benefit to our
clients:


On average a 10% increase
in efficiency, 20% increase in
productivity!



Removal or redundant
process Inc. paperwork Save £800 - per employee
each year!



Be in control of risks and limit
incidents - Save between 30k
and 100k per incident!

MOBILE EXPERTISE










Mobility industry analysts
Mobile e-commerce platform
builders
HTML5 SAPUI5
SAP Mobile Platform
SAP Afaria Device Management
Mobile user interface experts
and ergonomists
Mobile system integration
Mobile security
Mobile technologies expertise



Mobile application development
for various devices, including:
 Adobe Air
 Android
 Blackberry
 iPhone and iPad
 Mobile Web
 Windows Phone 7
 Windows 7
 Windows 8

CGI can also accelerate the development and integration of mobile
solutions through our proprietary back-end tools—the CGI Mobility Gateway
and CGI OmniGateway.

WHY CGI



More than 35 years of longterm growth with 69,000
professionals in 40 countries



4000 SAP Consultants
Worldwide



Client proximity operating
model that fosters local
accountability for client
satisfaction and success



Global delivery capabilities
through centers located on 4
continents



ISO-9001 certified quality
frameworks that result in
CGI's on-time, on-budget
delivery track record



Industry expertise, end-toend service offerings and rich
IP-based solutions that
advance clients' business
goals

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR OUR CAPABILITY …
Ovum Report June 2012 Extracts
“The biggest surprise of the Toughbook 2 project was its speed to delivery
Anglian Water’s enterprise applications are virtually end-to-end SAP,
making it an attractive demonstration of Sybase interfacing with SAP’s backend systems. The surprise of this project is the speed with which systems
integrator CGI delivered the first of six customer container-based
applications that make up the Toughbook 2 project”
ABOUT CGI
With over 68,000 professionals in 40 countries, CGI fosters local accountability for client
success while bringing global delivery capabilities to clients’ front doors. Founded in 1976, CGI
applies a disciplined delivery approach that has achieved an industry-leading track record of
on-time, on-budget projects. Our high-quality business consulting, systems integration and
outsourcing services help clients leverage current investments while adopting new technology
and business strategies that achieve top and bottom line results. As a demonstration of our
commitment, our average client satisfaction score for the past 10 years has measured
consistently higher than 9 out of 10.

For more information, please contact us
at:
T: +44 (0) 845 070 7765
E: enquiry.uk@cgi.com
www.cgi-group.co.uk/sap

0029 0613
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